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Abstract

In today’s digital world, the Internet is an essential component of communi-
cation networks. It provides a platform for quickly exchanging information
among communicating parties. There is a risk of unauthorized persons gain-
ing access to our sensitive information while it is being transmitted. Cryptog-
raphy is one of the most effective and efficient strategies for protecting our
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data and it are utilized all around the world. The efficiency of a cryptography
algorithm is determined by a number of parameters, one of which is the length
of the key. For cryptography, key (public/private) is an essential part. To
provide robust security, RSA takes larger key size. If we use larger key size,
the processing performance will be slowed. As a result, processing speed will
decrease and memory consumption will increase. Due to this, cryptographic
algorithms with smaller key size and higher security are becoming more
popular. Out of the cryptographic algorithms, Elliptic Curve Cryptography
(ECC) provides equivalent level of safety which RSA provides, but it takes
smaller key size. On the basis of key size, our work focused on, studied, and
compared the efficacy in terms of security among the well-known public key
cryptography algorithms, namely ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) and
RSA (Rivets Shamir Adelman).

Keywords: Cryptograph, RSA, elliptic curve cryptography, public key
cryptography, security.

1 Introduction

The importance of cryptography in data security cannot be ignored. Cryp-
tography is the process of sending sensitive information through insecure
networks such as the internet in such a way that it cannot be read by anybody
other than the person to whom it is being sent. It essentially hides the data.
Cryptography provides a number of security goals, including data privacy and
non-alteration. Cryptography is frequently employed today due to its signif-
icant security benefits. The various goals of cryptography are listed below:
Confidentiality: Information stored in a computer is sent out and can only be
viewed by those who have been given permission to do so. Authentication:
Any system that receives data must verify the sender’s identity to determine
if the data is coming from a legitimate source or a fake identity. Integrity:
Only the individual to whom we are sending the message has access to
the information that is being delivered. Non-repudiation: Information once
transmitted, it can’t be denied either by sender or recipient. Access Control:
The information is only accessible to those who have been given permission.
Cryptographic algorithms have been categorized as: Symmetric Encryption
(Private Key Cryptography) and Asymmetric Encryption (Public Key Cryp-
tography). Symmetric Encryption Cryptography requires only a single key
that is been shared between the sender and the receiver. The encryption is
performed on the message in order to encrypt and produce a cipher text
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Figure 1 Symmetric cryptography.

Figure 2 Public key algorithm.

whereas decryption is performed on the message to decrypt and produce a
plain text as shown in Figure 1 [3].

In asymmetric key cryptography two keys are needed: private keys and
public keys. A public key is used to create the cipher text produced by
encryption, while a private key is used to create the plain text obtained by
decryption. Everyone has access to the public key, but the private key is only
accessible by the user. A public key can be used to decrypt a communication
that has been encrypted with a private key. A message encrypted with a public
key, on the other hand, with a private key can it be decrypted. This provides
additional protection against malicious users during data transfer [1]. In RSA,
Daffier-Hellman, and Elliptic curve cryptography are types of public key
cryptography algorithms. Figure 2 displays the asymmetric (public key)
cryptography model.

All senders and receivers in symmetric cryptography are using the same
key and encryption technique. In a situation where either the sender or
the receiver’s key is compromised or leaked, the entire communication is
breached. However, in Public Key Encryption, either of the parties shares
keys that are publicly and privately available to everyone. (Just the sender’s
private key), assuring the message’s security [1].
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As a result, asymmetric cryptography is used for encryption in the
majority of block chain applications, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and other
crypto currencies. Despite having a similar framework, public-key cryp-
tography, which is utilized in the block chain, is considered to be appro-
priately and effectively functioning well besides the symmetric encryption
technique [2].

RSA Public Key Cryptography: Only two years after the foundational
Diffie–Hellman work was published; the first public-key encryption tech-
nique was made public in 1978. It’s called RSA after its inventors’ initials,
R. Rivest, A. Shamir, and L. Adleman, and it’s still the most significant and
frequently used public-key encryption method today, with several variants
included in several standards. Following that, we’ll talk about this scheme
and its security mechanisms. The other key, on the other side, is a private
key that will be used to decipher the encipher text. Public encryption differs
from symmetric encryption, It uses the same key for both enciphering &
deciphering [8, 9]. The primary benefit of using an asym metric encryption
key is that it provides strong encryption that makes decryption of the actual
text is a challenge and difficult for hackers to predict [15].

2 Literature Review

In this paper, the RSA and ECC algorithms are compared on the basis of
the keys structure namely its size, its performance both in generation and
verification of the keys with supportive findings suggests that ECC has shown
better results than RSA [1].

Author suggests the ECC cryptography method is used to develop a group
security mechanism. ECC uses group security in the form of m-gram selec-
tion, which is referred to as ECC m-gram selection. In compared to individual
item security, processing speed will be faster due to the implementation of
group security in terms of common grams [7].

Here authors suggest and concludes that the performance of ECC offers
better results and has proven to be beneficial for SSL clients and servers
therefore focusing on enhancing the security. Significantly, block ciphers
employ the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), which employs 128,192,
and 256-bit keys are available. The most efficient PKC algorithms among
all asymmetric encryption techniques are RSA and ECC. They favoured it
because of its superior performance compared to other asymmetric algo-
rithms [11]. As a result, we concentrate on RSA vs ECC using key sizes
of ECC uses 160 bits and RSA uses 1024 bits. This has proven to be more
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beneficial for devices that will show better performance with same level of
security [12]. The performance of QR Code Authentication with RSA and
Elliptic Curve Cryptography is compared in this research. Web applications,
mobile applications, one-time passwords, Elliptic curve cryptography, and
Asymmetric key algorithms are among the techniques and ideas used in
the investigation. The main goal of this research is to present a quick and
easy way to authenticate QR codes that is both secure and performs well
technically [14, 25].

This paper discusses the ECC encryption technique and shows an exam-
ple of how it is implemented. ECC is used for encryption, key exchange,
IoT & smart cards applications other secure communications. ECC utilizes
significantly less memory, and pair of keys generation and signing are sig-
nificantly faster [16, 24]. Elliptic cryptographic curves’ strength is revealed
by comparing RSA with ECC in terms of performance. Additionally, this
article uses random private keys and varied key bit sizes to implement
RSA and ECC [29]. ECC aspires to thoroughly examine a wide range of
scientific ideas, cutting-edge technologies, and original approaches. ECC is
more secure than RSA and the Diffie-Hellman algorithm and can be used in
cloud computing, e-health, and electronic voting [30].

To increase the effectiveness and speed of RSA decryption, Boneh
et al.’s [31] survey involving four RSA variants was done. They used a
1024-bit RSA modulus to assess these variations. Their results show that
two multi-factor RSA algorithms (n = p2q and n = pqr) and batch RSA are
entirely backward-compatible. Additionally, when the encryption-exponent
‘e’ is big, the adjusted RSA technique provides significantly greater efficiency
gains. As a substitute to the Euclidean Algorithm, Chang et al. [32] devel-
oped an efficient parallel method for creating RSA keys utilising Derome’s
technique. Authors asserted that their approach requires little computational
energy to operate.

According to Verma et al. [33], they were able to generate both a modulus
and a key by employing only a few orders of the matrix. They discovered
that a matrix of four order is adequate to provide a confidential RSA key
and around 840-bit modulus. Their model utilised the Chinese Remainder
Theorem (CRT) in order to speed up deciphering in addition to a short
encrypted exponent to hasten up encryption. Ahmad et al.’s [34] variation
of RSA encryption uses CRT to compress several plaintexts and hide them
within a single ciphertext. They showed how the algorithm might withstand
several security breaches and put up fixes for additional security problems.
Whenever an individual develops ’n’ instance with the identical modulus,
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Santosh et al. [35] asserted that such instances may disable Multi-prime RSA
via lattice basis reduction.

An enhanced threshold authentication technique built on RSA with CRT
was proposed by Dong et al. [36]. They reasoned that because every par-
ticipant generates their secret shadows individually and may confirm the
validity of secret shadows generated by others, their technique doesn’t call for
an encrypted communications route. For the (δ, β)-SIP problem, Takayasu
et al. [37] offered an improved lattice architecture. Their findings showed
that Multi-Prime RSA becomes greater in sensitivity than anticipated if the
discrepancies between the prime factors are minimal.

Techniques for Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) were put into effect
by Bhardwaj et al. [38], with an emphasis on, point addition, scalar mul-
tiplication and point doubling. Additionally, they evaluated the efficiency
of ElGamal both in encryption and decryption across an area of finite size.
An investigation on an ECC-based protocol for security for Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) devices was done by Qian et al. [39]. They emphasised
a number of benefits of utilising ECC, including offering adequate safety to
facilitate communication and label memory information access, lowering the
amount of key space needed by preserving just private keys, and leveraging
effective bitwise operations to reduce tag calculation. BAN-logic was used to
examine the protocol’s security measures, formal evidence and computational
efficiency. In order to cut down on the amount of elementary operations in
ECC, Basu [40] suggested a transformation technique. To further lower the
cost of computation, they used concatenation phases and parallel computing,
attaining speeds that were almost to the order of N, whereby N is the
total number of processors. On the basis of the characteristics of isogenies
between super-singular elliptical curves, Srinath et al. [41] suggested an
Udeniable Blind Signature Scheme (UBSS). Considering certain presump-
tions, they demonstrated that their system is still reliable despite being in the
face of a quantum attacker.

3 Ellipic Curve Cryptography

ECC was created in 1985 by N. Koblitz and Miller, who employed an
elliptical curve to accomplish cryptographic encryptions (ECC) [13]. Similar
to the Public key encryption, in ECC, both the parties acquire publicly and
privately a pair of keys which is used for enciphering & deciphering [27].
We consider a large prime number p and Fp is considered as the modulus of
the integers used in p.
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Upon observing the graph, an elliptic E (curve) is formed on Fp. It is
formulated by an expression:

y2 = x3 + ax + b, (1)

in this expression: a, b are defined as the integers used in modulus Fp. upon
the condition,

In such a way that 4a3 + 27b2 ̸= 0 (mod p)
If (x, y) satisfy the equation, then the pair (x, y) is a point on the curve (1).

The curve also includes the infinity point, which is denoted by. The letter E
stands for the set of all points on E. (Fp).

Consider the case when E is an elliptic curve with the following defining
equation:

y2 = x3 − 5x + 2, (2)

The following graph (Figure 3) for an elliptic curve is plotted using
Equation (2).

A private key is a random number, while a public key is a point on the
curve. Multiplying the private key by the curve’s generator point G yields the
public key. The domain parameter of ECC [6] is made up of G is the generator
point, a and b are the curve parameters, and there are a few other constants.
RSA is being used in the vast majority of public-key cryptography products
and standards for encryption and digital signatures. The bit length for secure
RSA use has risen over the years, putting a larger processing burden on
systems that use this algorithm. The usage of this algorithm has overwhelmed
the proper functioning, especially for the e-commerce websites that are prone

 
Figure 3 Elliptic curve.
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to deal with voluminous and secured transactions [17, 26]. For this reason, a
comparative study between RSA and ECC was done, which resulted to be
beneficial for ECC, although the level of security was equally the same, but
the data size that was considered was of smaller bit size, due to which the
processing time was comparatively less than RSA [5, 28].

The disadvantage of lengthy key sizes in conventional cryptographic
systems, such as RSA, is addressed by elliptic curve cryptography (ECC),
which provides equivalent security with shorter key lengths. ECC methods
execute computations on groups related to the elliptic curve rather than the
huge numbers utilised in RSA, allowing for smooth integration with public
key cryptography. Given that solving the discrete logarithm problem on the
elliptic curve group is thought to be more complicated than factoring huge
numbers into primes, this method makes it far more difficult to break digital
signatures through ECC.

Data is encrypted and decrypted using public and private keys in asym-
metric cryptography, sometimes referred to as public key cryptography. These
keys are made up of big numerals that are paired off but are not the same
(asymmetrically). While the private key is kept secret, the public key can
be shared with everyone. Either key may be used for encryption, or the key
used for decryption must be the opposite of the key used for encryption.
This strategy is demonstrated by asymmetric key cryptosystems like RSA,
ELGAMAL, and ECC [42].

In Section 2 literature review of two algorithms i.e. RSA and ECC is
discussed. In the next section, we discussed the comparative analysis of
RSA and ECC, in Section 4 experiment is conducted for both the algorithms
on different parameters and evaluated the performances of both algorithms
namely RSA and ECC. In the last Section 5, we discussed the conclusion and
future direction of this study [18].

4 ECC and RSA Algorithms

We compared In terms of key creation, encryption, and decryption (ECC vs
RSA), and aggregated these three factors in terms of time performance in this
work [19]. We used Maple soft and a computer system with the following
configuration for this analysis:

System: 64-bit OS (operating system), x64-(based processor), and Windows
(10 version) installed Processor: Intel Core i7 CPU with 1.80 GHz 1.99 GHz
and that of RAM is 8.00 Giga byte.
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Figure 4 Elliptic curve cryptography (ElGamal).

4.1 Elliptic Curve Cryptography using Megamall

We employed the Megamall approach for encryption and decryption tech-
niques in this paper, which uses an elliptic curve on Galois Field (GF) (2n) as
shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Procedure for Generating Public and Private keys ECC.
On the elliptic curve, Waleed chooses E(a, b) above GF (2n).
Waleed chooses a point on the curve to work with.
Waleed chooses the integer d.
Waleed determines that e2(x2, y2) = d * e1(x1, y1) (means adding points

d times).
Waleed declares his public keys as E(a, b), e1(x1, y1), and e2(x2, y2), and

his private key as.
Procedure for Encryption ECC.
Abdul chooses P as simple text on the elliptic curve.
Abdul calculate pair of ciphertext on the plain text p by using the

following formula

C1 = r ∗ e1
C2 = P+ r ∗ e2

Abdul send two cipher text (C1, C2) to Walled.

4.1.1 Procedure for decryption ECC
Waleed receives (C1, C2) as a ciphertext.
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Waleed calculates P (Plain text) by using following formula:

P = C2 − (d ∗ C1)

4.2 RSA Cryptographic Algorithm

Figure 5 RSA algorithm.

4.2.1 Procedure for generating public and private keys
Waleed selects two big prime numbers p and q (p ̸= q)

Waleed calculates n = p*q;
Now calculates m = (p − 1)(q − 1);
Choose e so that both e and m are prime numbers.
Calculate d, in this way d*e Mod m = 1
Waleed calculates Public key and private key as follows:

Public key = {e,n}
Private key = {d,n}

Waleed declares e to be public-key and d to be private-key.
Procedure for Encryption of RSA
Abdul chooses P as a plain text.
Abdul calculates ciphertext as per the following method:

Ciphertext(C) = Pe mod(n)

Abdul sends ciphertext C to Waleed.
Procedure for Decryption of RSA
Waleed receives C as a ciphertext.
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Waleed calculates P (Plain text) by using following method:

Plaintext (P) = Cd mod (n)

5 Result Analysis of ECC and RSA

For analysis of RSA and ECC we have used the following parameter of RSA
cryptography algorithm which recommended by NIST [10].

For elliptic curve cryptography the following equation is used:
E: y2 = x3 − 3x + b (mod p). In this p is big (large) prime number.
Key length of 192 bits following parameters is used as shown below in

Table 1.
Key length of 224 bits the following parameters is used as shown below

in Table 2.
For 256, 384 and 512 bits key length of elliptic curve we have taken which

in mentioned in [10].
For the encryption & decryption both algorithm RSA & ECC we have

used the following plain text: “Our research focuses on comparative study of
RSA and ECC”. Form comparing time analysis of we have used the same
plain text for both algorithms [20, 21].

We found the required time to produce key for RSA and ECC using the
suggested settings and in the provided configuration system, which are listed
in the Table 3.

Table 1 Key length of 192 bits
p = 6277101735386680763835789423207666416083908700390324961279
n = 6277101735386680763835789423176059013767194773182842284081
c = 3099d2bbbfcb2538542dcd5fb078b6ef5f3d6fe2c745de65
b = 64210519 e59c80e70fa7e9ab72243049 feb8deec c146b9b1

Gx = 188da80e b03090f67cbf20eb43a18800f4ff0afd82ff1012
Gy = 07192b95ffc8da78631011ed6b24cdd573f977a11e794811

Table 2 Key length of 224 bits
p = 26959946667150639794667015087019630673557916260026308143510066298881
n = 26959946667150639794667015087019625940457807714424391721682722368061
c = 5b056c7e 11dd68f40469ee7f 3c7a7d74 f7d121116506d031218291fb
b = b4050a85 0c04b3ab f54132565044b0b7d7bfd8ba270b39432355ffb4

Gx = b70e0cbd 6bb4bf7f 321390b94a03c1d3 56c21122343280d6115c1d21
Gy = bd376388 b5f723fb4c22dfe6 cd4375a05a07476444d5819985007e34
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Table 3 Key generation time requirement
Key Generation

Required Average
Time

(Seconds)
Security Bits RSA ECC RSA ECC

80 1536 192 1.3188 0.0904
112 2048 224 0.2752 0.1028
128 3072 256 6.3312 0.103
192 7680 384 29.5404 0.1188
256 15360 512 58.1994 0.1436

Figure 6 Performance of key generation vs. time.

5.1 Performance of Key Generation in Term of Time: ECC and
RSA

Figure 6 depicts that from 80 to 112 bits what is time required to generate
in RSA cryptographic is same elliptic cartographic but we want to achieve
the security level 128 bits then time difference between this algorithm is
more. It means that in RSA is required more time as compared to ECC.
When we increase the bit size of security level time difference exponentials
increases [22]. From Table 4, it is cleared that ECC is faster as compare to
RSA to generate key of ECC and required.

5.2 Performance for Encryption in Term of Time: ECC and RSA

The above Figure 7 depicts, that the time taken by RSA algorithm for
encryption is lesser than the one with ECC algorithm. It means that RSA
algorithm is faster as In terms of encryption time, compared to the ECC
Algorithm [23, 24]. From the results, we also analyzed the gap between
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Table 4 Performance for encryption
Key Size Key Size RSA Time ECC Time

SNO of RSA of ECC (Seconds) (Seconds)
1 1536 192 0.078 0.2062
2 2048 224 0.072 0.2096
3 3072 256 0.0812 0.2158
4 7680 384 0.0844 0.2282
5 15360 512 0.1 0.251

Figure 7 Performance for encryption.

Table 5 Performance for decryption
Size of Size of RSA Time ECC Time

SNO Key RSA Key ECC (Seconds) (Seconds)
1 1536 192 0.0625 0.0525
2 2048 224 0.0782 0.0582
3 3072 256 0.0812 0.059
4 7680 384 0.1096 0.07
5 15360 512 0.2658 0.0811

the two computational times is not too much. In terms of encryption, we
may infer that the two algorithms perform similarly, although the RSA-based
technique outperforms the others in Tables 5 and 6.

The above Figure 8 depicts, that the time taken by ECC algorithm for
decryption is much lesser than the one with RSA algorithm. It means that
ECC algorithm is faster as compared to RSA Algorithm in terms of decryp-
tion time. We may conclude that the ECC algorithm outperforms the RSA
approach in terms of decryption.

Data security is becoming increasingly important in today’s digital world.
Finding the best technique to keep one’s data safe is a key worry for anyone.
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Table 6 Performance for all three key generation, encryption & decryption
Bits of RSA Key Generation + ECC Key Generation +

SNO Security Encryption + Decryption Encryption + Decryption
1 80 1.459 0.3491
2 112 0.4254 0.3706
3 128 6.4938 0.3778
4 192 29.7344 0.417
5 256 58.5652 0.4757

Figure 8 Performance for decryption.

Figure 9 Performance for all three key generation, encryption & decryption.

For security, we have to focus on three main components: Time spent on key
generation, encryption, and decryption.

As shown in above Table 6 depicts, that the combined time (Key Gen-
eration + Encryption + Decryption) taken by RSA and ECC algorithm.
The cumulative time taken by RSA is substantially longer than the time taken
by the ECC method. As a result, the ECC algorithm is more optimal and
efficient than the RSA algorithm as shown in Figure 9.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we compared RSA and ECC on the basis of various char-
acteristics such as key generation, encryption, and decryption time, both
independently and in combination. We observed that only in case of encryp-
tion, RSA is taking slightly less time in execution as compared to Elliptic
curve cryptography. RSA algorithm is required exponential calculation for
encryption & decryption but ECC algorithm (encryption & decryption)
multiplication required it means less times required.

In case of key generation of different size of bits, ECC required less time
(linear graph) as compare to RSA exponential graph. Result analysis also
shows that ECC also consuming less time ass compare to RSA for decryp-
tion process. all three parameters (Key generation, encryption decryption)
together it is found that ECC is much faster and efficient as compared to RSA
algorithm.

The reason behind this comparison is that future generation will be based
on smart devices like IoT. IoT has some constraints regarding size and
processing speed. By using elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), this constraint
of IoT can be minimized as ECC requires less key size for providing security.

The research paper provides a thorough evaluation of RSA and ECC
cryptographic systems’ performance for a range of key sizes and security
levels. The study includes key generation, encryption, and decryption tim-
ings to assess each algorithm’s effectiveness and applicability for various
applications. The findings show that, compared to RSA, ECC has significant
advantages, especially in terms of encryption and decryption processes. ECC
is the best option in situations where speed is a crucial factor because it
consistently displays better encryption and decryption speeds.

The study also demonstrates ECC’s astounding key generation efficiency,
beating RSA substantially at higher security settings. Because of this quality,
ECC is especially well suited for memory-restricted devices like Palmtops,
Smartphones, and Smartcards, where resource optimisation is essential. The
data in the article also demonstrates a trade-off between performance and
security level for both RSA and ECC. Encryption, decryption, and key
generation times all grow as security level does with increasing key sizes.
ECC, however, continues to outperform RSA in terms of performance even
at higher security settings.

The research’s conclusions indicate that ECC should be seriously taken
into consideration for applications needing high-performance encryption
without sacrificing security. For memory-constrained devices and situations
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where speed and effective key generation are crucial, it appears as a potential
RSA substitute. The final decision between RSA and ECC should be made
based on the demands and limitations of the intended application. The study
offers insightful information on the actual applications of using RSA and
ECC, assisting decision-makers in selecting the best cryptographic solution
for their unique use cases.

Data availability statement: All data are made available in the manuscript.
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